Before the advent of motion sensors, rotation sensors, computers, and electronic navigational aids, navigation at sea was carried out with sextant and, at the time, accurate clocks to manually obtain, measure, and calculate the position on Earth. Also, by crudely estimating the ship's speed and heading, the current position could be calculated based on a previously known one, a process referred to as dead reckoning. In the present day, inertial navigation systems (INSs) provide the user with position, velocity, and attitude (PVA) information with high resolution independent of the vehicle platform. A strapdown INS is a type of INS based on accelerometer and angular rate measurements from sensors mounted directly to the craft's hull or fuselage, while the rotational and translational motion of the craft, relative to the Earth, is obtained through software by mechanization of the strapdown equations in a dead-reckoning fashion. Commercially available navigational aids based on global navigation satellite systems (GNSSs), in particular the Global Positioning System (GPS), paved the way for widespread INS use based on low-cost inertial sensors, which are in need of frequent position corrections and aiding. For the interested reader, an overview of the GNSS and its history is found in "History of Global Navigation Satellite Systems." INS corrections are usually performed using an estimator, where the extended Kalman filter (EKF) traditionally has been the applied estimator and has been covered in the literature for five decades, such as in [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] .
As a consequence of the increased use of inertial sensor technology, in part due to price and size reductions and increased sensor quality in the last three decades, nonlinear observers (NLOs) for PVA estimation based on inertial sensors with aiding from position and/or velocity measurement systems have been developed. Such results focus on the deterministic estimators' stability properties, usually designed by employing Lyapunov-based stability theory. This is in contrast to stochastic estimators such as the EKF, the multiplicative EKF (MEKF) [6] and the unscented KF [7] , which is based on approximate minimum-variance filtering. Another estimator used to solve the navigation problem, also very different from those based on stability theory, is the particle filter (PF) [8] , where a set of chosen particles is used to approximate the posterior distribution of some random process, in this case the navigation system where the sensor measurements are corrupted with noise.
The results of [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] are examples of NLOs covering various aspects of navigation. Part of the motivation for research on NLOs is to provide a navigation solution using algorithms that are alternatives to the industry-standard solutions based on EKF [2] [3] [4] [5] , MEKF [6] , and other Bayesian estimators to be able to theoretically guarantee robustness. Regarding navigation systems for autonomous platforms and new consumer-grade applications, another objective that arises is the reduction of the computational load of the navigation solution. Such a reduction might enable the use of small-size and lightweight computational units with reduced arithmetic resolution compared to industry-standard navigation computers. The reduction of the navigation computer is beneficial in that more space, weight, energy, and power is available for any payload the user wishes the autonomous platform to be equipped with. Compared to stochastic methods, in particular the PF, due to the number of particles needed to correctly approximate the posterior distribution, NLOs have the advantage of less computational burden.
In [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] , except for [13] , fixed observer feedback gains are sufficient to achieve specific stability properties that guarantee a high degree of robustness. Another relevant question when comparing NLOs to estimators such as the MEKF and minimum-energy filters [18] , whose global stability properties are difficult to guarantee, is whether a fixed-gain strategy incurs a loss of estimation accuracy in steady-state or transient conditions. If so, another question that needs to be resolved is how nonlinear or timevarying gains can be synthesized to achieve significantly better performance of NLOs compared to applying a fixedgain approach.
Since NLOs are commonly designed using nonlinear stability theory in continuous time, another challenge is how to best discretize the observer dynamics and how to manage measurements that may have different sampling rates, may be asynchronous, or may be delayed. For the complementary filter [11] used for attitude estimation, some answers are given in [19] . For the update of position and velocity estimates, the best practice appears to be the History of Global Navigation Satellite Systems T he first GNSS service, the Global Positioning System (GPS), was commenced with the first prototype satellites in 1978 and was initially designated to provide the U.S.
armed forces with a GPS. after the Korean air lines Flight 007 accident west of Sakhalin Island in 1983, the GPS was authorized for civilian use as well. In 1994, the GPS was fully operational, with 24 satellites in orbit, guaranteeing worldwide coverage. one year later the russian GloNaSS system was fully operational. From 1994 to 2000, the precision obtained from the civilian GPS was limited to the region of 50-m accuracy horizontally and 100-m vertically.
this artificial degradation of the position precision is known as selective availability (Sa). In 2007 it was announced that the future GPS block III satellites will be incompatible with Sa, hence making the termination of Sa permanent.
currently, two other GNSSs are under development.
these are the chinese beidou navigation satellite system and the European Galileo system. For details on GNSSs and radio positioning in general, see [5, ch. 8] .
use of a corrector-predictor algorithm [20, Ch. 11.3.4] , similar to the propagation update steps in a KF, [21, Ch. 4.2] . Similar ideas can be used to deal with delayed measurements, when the delay is known [22] [23] [24] . Still, a systematic study on discrete-time implementation has not been made in the context of NLOs.
The relatively mature literature on EKFs for integrated inertial navigation [2] [3] [4] [5] has a strong focus on the modeling and estimation of systematic errors such as ionospheric and tropospheric influences on satellite navigation accuracy and bias and drift characteristics of inertial sensors. In contrast, NLOs typically make no explicit assumptions on the characteristics of such errors, except to include "constant parameter" augmentations to estimate the gyro biases [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . It is clear, however, that the underlying deterministic modeling framework, upon which the design of NLOs is based, could allow some frequency-dependent characterization of sensor errors to be included. By doing so, the INS/GNSS accuracy is potentially increased. In the situation of nonideal GNSS conditions, some work has been done on applying NLOs to detect GNSS drift that could be caused by receiver clock error, multipath, or erroneous differential correction [25] . However, the main focus of this article is on normal GNSS conditions and how NLOs can be designed to obtain accurate PVA estimates.
AppLICATION ExAMpLE
With new emerging technologies, the commercial market for unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) is growing rapidly. These types of aircraft perform a multitude of tasks, including surveillance, scientific measurements, environmental monitoring, and wildlife mapping, and inherently require an accurate, precise, lightweight, and small-size navigation solution. A Penguin B fixed-wing UAV is shown in Figure 1 , and its technical specifications are included in Table 1 .
In flight, high-resolution PVA and temporal information must be provided by the navigation system for the UAV and its operator to safely and accurately control the vehicle and georeference the payload sensor data to fulfill the mission objective. At an altitude of 200 m, a 1° error in roll corresponds to approximately a 3.5-m georeferencing error on the ground, and a 100-ms timing error results in a 3-m error at a speed of 30 m/s. Also, position information obtained from a typical commercial-grade GNSS receiver only provides position data at 1-5 Hz, while the dynamics of the craft are much faster than that. Hence, even though GNSS solutions are improving, there are still issues, prompting the employment of integrated GNSSs/INSs to conduct UAV missions. Moreover, attitude information is also not available using only one GNSS antenna, meaning that this has to be estimated using an integrated GNSS/INS. Figure 2 presents the flight path of a UAV test flight, conducted at Eggemoen, Norway.
In the validation setup in this article, the UAV is equip ped with an ADIS 16488 inertial measurement unit (IMU) measuring specific force, and angular rate of the vehicle, together with the magnetic field at the current position and attitude relative the Earth, all at 410 Hz. For more on IMUs, see the "Inertial and Magnetic Measurements" section and "Inertial Measurement -600 -500 FIgure 2 Flight path. the flight path using a Penguin b unmanned aerial vehicle (Uav) is shown. takeoff of the Uav is used as the origin. the flight path is shown in blue, while the ground track is shown in gray.
Units." Additionally a u-Blox LEA-6T GNSS receiver supplies computed position as well as pseudoranges at 5 Hz. The sensors are synchronized using a microcontroller to accurately timestamp the measurements. Engine-induced vibrations are significant and can typically be seen as a 70-Hz signal, of magnitude close to 1 m/s 2 , contained in the accelerometer measurements.
MAIN CONTRIbuTION
This article considers the NLOs of [16] and [26] , which are based on complementary filtering for attitude estimation [11] , in combination with a linear approach to design a translational-motion observer (TMO) [27] , which in turn is used to estimate the position, linear velocity, and specific force. For a conceptual overview, see "Complementary Filtering." In practical applications, NLOs are immature, in particular related to implementation aspects and handling imperfect measurements with different errors, resolution, and sample rates. In addition to present implementation-related aspects of the NLO, further redesign is addressed to answer the research questions presented earlier. The basis for this work includes linear methods for the exact discretization of the translational motion part of the observer, error model augmentation and the methods in [19] and [20] for discretization, tuning, and multirate implementation of the attitude observer. Based on this, the main contributions of this article are:
» A linear time-varying representation of the observer error dynamics is exploited to formulate a time-varying Riccati equation to select time-varying gains in the update of velocity and position estimates (as well as some auxiliary variable estimates). » Strategies originally developed for the KF are exploited to handle sequential single-measurement updates to accommodate multirate and asynchronous measurements to estimate PVA information based on both direct and indirect observer implementations. » GNSS error models are included to take into account the dynamic noise characteristic of GNSS observables. » An experimental verification of the presented methods with data collected during a UAV test flight mis sion is used.
ORGANIZATION
The article is organized by first presenting the necessary mathematical notations and definitions. Then the kinematic modeling, upon which the INSs are based, and the respective inertial sensor models are presented. After that, an overview of the NLO structures are presented before going into detail by presenting the attitude observer. The presentation follows with the two TMOs, estimating the position, linear velocity, and specific forces. The TMO required for the loosely coupled integration scheme is presented first, and then the tightly coupled GNSS/INS integration scheme is presented, both with the respective GNSS noise and error models. The experimental verification of the presented methods and algorithms concludes the article.
NOTATION ANd pRELIMINARIES
The Euclidean vector norm is denoted as . E denotes statistical expectation, while the exponential function is denoted e (·) . The identity matrix of dimension n is , In and 0n n # symbolizes a n n # matrix of zeros, or just zero where the dimensions are implicitly given by the context. To simplify the notation, usually the time dependency is implicitly given.
A Below, e denotes the Earth-center-Earth-fixed (ECEF) coordinate system, b for the vehicle body-fixed (BODY) coordinate system, and i for the Earth-centered inertial (ECI) coordinate system.
dISCRETIZATION ANd MEASuREMENTS SAMpLES
The discrete-time implementation uses the discretization interval T and index k so that the continuous-time variable t kT = . At a given index , k all valid measurements at time t kT = are contained in the set Ik . Figure S1 , while the simplified structure for attitude estimation, also known as filtering on ( ), SO 3 is presented in Figure S2 .
FIgure s2 a simplified concept of complementary filtering on ( ). SO 3 Some reconstructed attitude measurement R R y . is valid for low frequencies. For frequencies lower than the cutoff frequency , k Ry is the dominant information used to calculate . R t For high frequencies, IMU b is the dominant factor. by using complementary filtering on ( ), SO 3 the effect of the low-frequency gyro bias on the attitude estimate is attenuated.
High-Rate
Inertial Sensors FIgure s1 traditional complementary filtering using the Kalman filter. the structure is also known as error-state or indirect Kalman filtering. the Kalman filter estimates the error between the inertial navigation system (INS) and the low-rate aiding sensor. For low frequencies, the aiding sensor is the dominant information sensor for the INS output. For high frequencies, the high-frequency input from the inertial sensor is the dominant information source in producing the INS output.
Inertial Measurement Units
n inertial measurement unit (IMU) is a sensor providing measurements of angular rate and specific force in three axes. the angular rates, measured in the body frame, are relative to the inertial frame
while the specific force is measured as the sensor's acceleration minus the gravity
where Rb e is the rotation matrix from body to the EcEF frame.
the b * b and f) terms in (S1) and (S2) represent sensor biases and sensor noise, respectively. the magnitude of these error sources is affected by the underlying sensor technology. the main IMU technologies are summarized in table S1. For further details on IMUs and inertial sensor technology, see [2] and [4] .
an increasingly popular type of IMU is units based on microelectromechanical system (MEMS) technology. these are small and lightweight, with a reasonable measurement quality, and provide the user with a cost-effective solution.
Some IMUs have embedded magnetometers and a barometer, enabling the user to obtain additional information related to the vehicle's heading and altitude in a single unit. an alternative source for heading determination is based on gimbal gyroscopic technology, known as a mechanical gyrocompass.
this is a mechanical unit whose orientation is fixed in space such that the vehicle's attitude is obtained by reading the unit's angles relative its mounting frame. ! are position, linear velocity, and specific force in the ECEF frame, respectively [16] , [28] .
The 
INERTIAL ANd MAGNETIC MEASuREMENTS
The inertial sensor model is chosen based on strapdown technology, that is an IMU fixed to the BODY frame
, bg 
The variables b f * represent measurement errors. Alternative sensors for providing heading information are compasses or GNSS-based headings obtained from multiple receiver measurements and a known baseline between the receivers.
With the kinematic vehicle model together with inertial and magnetic measurement models presented, the following section introduces the integration of GNSS and inertial measurements.
NONLINEAR ObSERvER fOR INTEGRATEd GNSS/INS NAvIGATION
The two most common GNSS/INS integration techniques are known in the navigation literature as loosely coupled and tightly coupled integration and are described below.
With loosely coupled integration, the receiver's measurements of position, and sometimes velocity, are fused with the inertial measurements. When applying this integration strategy, the GNSS position and velocity measurements are given as p p With a tightly coupled integration strategy, the raw GNSS observables, pseudorange and Doppler range rate, are used as aiding measurements by relating these to the inertial measurements using (2)- (4 An advantage of the loosely coupled approach is the ease of implementation because the receiver takes care of all considerations about satellite constellation and integrity of the raw GNSS observables. On the other hand, a loosely coupled approach also implies that only complete solutions can be used, whereas the tight integration approach can use a few raw GNSS observables that would otherwise be insufficient for a standalone solution. A disadvantage of tightly coupled integration is that not all receivers grant access to the raw GNSS observables [5] . Moreover, the implementation and tuning of GNSS/INS integration is more straightforward with loosely coupled integration than with tightly coupled integration because that pseudorange measurements with different elevation angles may have considerably different noise characteristics. On the other hand, integrity monitoring is easier with tightly coupled integration in the range domain compared to its counterpart in the position domain since erroneous pseudorange measurements may be excluded while maintaining GNSS aiding. If a GNSS fault in loosely coupled integration is detected, GNSS aiding is lost until the fault has been remedied. Figure 3 shows a schematic overview of the difference between the two integration strategies, both applying the same NLO for attitude determination. Two key features are obtained using the NLO in feedback interconnection with the TMO as depicted in Figure 3 . The first feature is that the attitude is estimated without linearization, as opposed to KF-based techniques, which makes the attitude observer robust to initialization errors and allows the NLO to handle large initial attitude errors. The second feature is that the attitude observer uses the estimated specific force in the navigation frame provided by the TMO as reference vector when calculating attitude corrections. This feature is particularly useful when the navigation system is accelerated.
ATTITudE ObSERvER
The proposed loosely and tightly coupled GNSS/INS integration schemes are both dependent on the nonlinear attitude observer. The latter is presented in detail in this section, where discretization prior to implementation, also is discussed. The attitude observer is based on [11] , [15] , and [16] , employing complementary filtering,
where , k1 , k2 and kI are gains. kI is the gain of the gyro/ angular rate bias estimator, acting as an integral effect in the NLO, whereas ( , ) Proj $ $ is a projection operator ensuring that the gyro/angular rate bias is bounded by ;
see [16] for details. The injection term v t is used to correct the attitude and compensate for the gyro bias in (10), by estimating it in (11), with the goal of obtaining an estimate of ib
The injection v t is based on comparing the measured vectors in the BODY frame, here the specific force and magnetic field from the accelerometer and the magnetometer, respectively, with the corresponding reference vectors in the ECEF frame, rotated to the BODY frame using ( ) R qb e t . If there are discrepancies between the two, the nonlinear injection term v t acts as an angular velocity in (10) t an assumption that holds only when the vehicle in question is not exposed to acceleration for prolonged periods of time. More vector measurement/reference pairs may be added to (12) depending on the application. A minimum of two nonparallel vectors are required to guarantee convergence regardless of the vehicle trajectories. The injection term v t is calculated in a way that resembles how the linearized attitude error enters the measurement matrix when using the quaternion-based MEKF algorithm [6] to estimate the attitude.
ALTERNATIvE IMpLEMENTATION Of ThE INjECTION TERM ANd CONTINuOuS-TIME GAIN SELECTION
There exist other alternatives to (12) By doing so, the gains k1 and k2 can be viewed as cutoff frequencies of a complementary filter as described in [11] and [19] with the same units as the angular velocity b IMŨ in (12) since the vector pairs become dimensionless. This means that for motion with frequencies above k1 (rad/s), the rate gyro is the primary sensor used for estimating the attitude in the directions excited by the first reference vector, while for lower frequencies, the first measurement/reference vector correction dominates. Similarly, k2 essentially determines the cutoff frequency to use for low-frequency information from the second reference vector. Furthermore, the construction of vector pairs may be additionally extended, inspired by the TRIAD algorithm [29] , by crossing the kth vector pair with the previous vector pair, making the vectors in each frame perpendicular to each other. 
which possibly increases the attitude estimation performance compared to using (12) . Alternatively, a linearization of the complementary attitude filter is provided in [19, eq. (37) ] and may be used to develop an optimal gain-selection algorithm given the noise covariances.
dISCRETIZATION Of ThE ATTITudE ObSERvER
The rate-gyro measurements are integrated at a high rate / f T 1 = , updating the attitude estimates whenever a new angular rate measurement is available, as in [19] . If T is small enough to assume that ( ) t t remains constant between samples, the exact discretization of the kinematic equation (10) , is obtained using
According to [19] , the expressions · cos^h and sinc · h can, in practice, be approximated for by their first-or second-order approximation or by using a lookup table to increase the computational efficiency of (14) . After (14) is calculated, renormalization of qb e t is carried out to account for numerical roundoff errors,
The gyro-bias estimate can be updated using exact integration of (11) as
where a projection algorithm, such as that of [15] , is straightforward to add. In this implementation, one or both
is not included if there is no valid vector measurement available at time index .
k To ensure that the cutoff frequency, chosen for each measurement vector, maps from continuous to discrete time
denote the time intervals since the previous valid accelerometer and magnetometer measurements were available, respectively. This ensures that the gains and bandwidth of the respective vector measurements are independent of the sampling frequency and only depend on the continuous-time cutoff frequencies k1 and .
k2 Typically, the specific force measurement is available at the same rate as the rate-gyro readings, such that .
This implementation strategy assumes that a valid specific force measurement is available when a new magnetometer measurement is available due to the cross product of normalized vectors embedded in the implementation of [ ] k 2 v t . An outline of the implementation of the nonlinear attitude observer is presented in Algorithm 1.
The described implementation strategy for nonlinear and potentially low-rate injection terms is in compliance with the corrector-predictor scheme presented in [20, Ch. 11.3.4] and allows for k1 , k2 , and kI to be time varying.
With the attitude estimator defined, the following two sections present the loosely and tightly coupled TMOs in detail.
LOOSELY COupLEd TRANSLATION MOTION ObSERvER
The TMO in the previous section is used together with the attitude observer to perform loosely coupled GNSS/INS integration. In addition to the algorithm itself, conditions for stability and gain selection are presented. Discretization and implementation considerations are also covered in this section.
For loosely coupled GNSS/INS integration, the TMO of [16] takes the form of [16] and [17] . p couples the rotational and translational motions, facilitating precise attitude estimation even when the vehicle is accelerated. The feedback of f e t from the TMO to the attitude observer requires stability analysis, leading to some restrictions on the observer gains, which are discussed next.
STAbILITY CONdITIONS
The TMO for loosely coupled integration can now be written as a continuous-time linear system
with the state, input, and output defined, respectively, as
and with the matrices, , 
is both controllable and observable.
For the nominal case when there are no sensor errors or noise, the uniform semiglobal exponential stability (USGES) of the feedback interconnection of the attitude and TMOs is established in [16] # $ Temporary violation of this assumption can be tolerated since the attitude estimate can be updated using only the angular rate measurements for shorter periods of time. » Attitude observer parameters satisfy , k k kP 1 2 $ , for some k 0 P 2 , and k 0 I 2 . » The constant gains in the matrix
of the TMO can be chosen arbitrarily, provided that the linear error dynamics matrix A K C
is Hurwitz, and ,
is sufficiently large [16] . The intuition behind a large i is that it implies that the estimate of f e t is dominated by the GNSS measurement such that the attitude estimation errors do not lead to a large error in , f e t which could otherwise destabilize the attitude observer. The practical implication of the USGES stability properties is the robustness to arbitrarily large initialization errors in both position and attitude since no linearization is needed in the nonlinear attitude estimator.
CONTINuOuS-TIME GAIN SELECTION
The gain conditions of [16] , reviewed previously, are of limited practical use since they are general and sufficient (not always necessary) conditions where a nonconservative Require: Initializing the observer.
1 
6: if new magnetometer measurement is available then 7:
from the magnetometer and performing vector calculations
e e e e e e 2 2 [ . In a practical approach to tuning, the gains in the matrix K0 of the TMO may be tuned using a minimum-variance estimation criterion by taking into account the influence of noise on its measurements. This tuning is done by choosing ,
and blockdiag( , ), R SS p v = as input and output noise covariance matrices, respectively. Regarding , R the matrices Sp and Sv represent the covariance matrices of the position and velocity measurement noise com ponents p f and v f , respectively. In practice, the GNSS position and velocity measurement noise are time varying and correlated because the user position estimates are used to determine the user-to-satellite line-of-sight (LOS) vector in the velocity computation procedure. An alternative can then be to include cross terms Spv and Svp such that
The covariance matrices S f and S f v t are obtained from the accelerometer's measurement noise by
The latter term goes to a steadystate value when the attitude estimates have converged.
A gain matrix that gives an approximately minimumvariance estimate is given by the Riccati equation solution ( ) , P P 0 * * 2 = < which is motivated by the fact that the TMO's error dynamics are identical to the time-scaled error dynamics of the Kalman-Bucy filter [30] , Lemma 6] shows that it is possible to choose i independently from P , using the time-varying Riccati equation (26) such that the USGES stability properties posed in [16] still hold when calculating the gains with (25) and (26) 
f . These terms are also further correlated with ( ) R qb e t . As an alternative, ad hoc tuning of S f v t can be considered. By always choosing S f v t larger than zero, the gains associated with the state p never become zero, guaranteeing stability.
The TMO realization presented above is referred to as a direct filter or total state implementation in the navigation literature [3, Ch. 7.4] . In practice, the filter's Riccati equation (26) is implemented at the frequency of the IMU and that the aiding sensors are used to correct the INS when available. As a result, for high integration frequencies, the computational burden might be considerable. Therefore, more computationally efficient alternatives are desirable, while still maintaining time-varying gains, which is possible to achieve since the time-varying dynamics of (26) vary at a slow rate.
ExAMpLE
To study the effects of the gain synthesis suggested for the feedback-interconnected observer above, inertial sensors and position measurements with white Gaussian noise are simulated, and both fixed and time-varying gain schemes are applied to the observers. This is a simplification, made for illustrative purposes, since, in general, both position and inertial sensors provide measurements containing noise with colored spectral content. The results are transformed to north-east-down (NED) coordinates. Conversion from ECEF to NED coordinates is performed by first acquiring the estimated latitude n t and longitude l t from the position estimate p e t , for instance, in closed form with [31] . This information is then used to rotate the ECEF estimates to NED with the quaternionn e l 7 = n t t t , where 
For both observers, the TMOs were synthesized using . , . . 
S I S I
0 05 05 0 05 · · · f f 2 3 2 3 = = v t and blockdiag( . , S I 1 1 · p 2 = . ), 1 65 2 after converting from ECEF to NED coordinates, with initial NED position and attitude error of ( ) p 0 = u [ , , ] 10 7 4 -< m and ( ) , ( ) 0 10 0 7 z i = = u u , and ( ) 0 10 } =-u º, respectively. The attitude gains were chosen as k1 = . k 0 5 2 = and . k 0 01
pOSITION-SpACE GNSS ERROR MOdELS
The position and velocity measurements provided by the GNSS receiver's least-squares estimator or EKF are subjected to time-varying errors inflicted by three main effects: satellite errors, signal propagation errors, and receiver errors [4, Ch. 7] , as presented in "GNSSs: Position Calculation and Error Sources."
The GNSS position and velocity errors can be characterized by their spectral contents. Using spectral factorization and a state-space realization of the resulting filtered whitenoise processes for loosely coupled integration leads to an mth-order linear-error model of the form the results indicate that using a tMo with tv gains, with or without an attitude observer prescribed with high initial gains, accelerates the convergence of the velocity estimates to the true velocity compared to the fixed-gain solution. It is evident that even though the GNSS velocity measurements can be very precise [a root-mean square error (RMSE) as small as 0.1 m/s], these also contain some dynamic errors, depending on satellite geometry and the resulting effects on measurement precision; see "GPS: The First GNSS-Signals and Positioning Services." Moreover, the dynamic error of the GNSS velocity measurement can be represented by
By choosing
where Tv is the assumed correlation time and Gv corresponds to the standard deviation of the driving noise (30), the steady-state covariance of the Gauss-Markov processes zp and zv become ( ) , ( ) ,
respectively, for sufficiently long measurement periods, since 
where * is a placeholder for p or v and l is the dimension of F * .
AuGMENTEd TMO fOR LOOSELY COupLEd INTEGRATION INCLudING GNSS ERROR MOdELS
To account for colored GNSS measurement noise, the TMO is augmented with an estimator of the noise dynamics 
The augmented system matrices are , (25) and (26), that is ,
, P AP PA BQB PC R CP 1 
.
Moreover, l l l 
hence satisfying Kalman's rank condition for observability of linear time-invariant systems [30] . With this state-space augmentation, and by defining blockdiag , , Q Q I * l =^h the TMO is realized using (35) where the gain can be obtained using (36) and (37) .
ExAMpLE CONTINuEd: EffECTS Of COLOREd GNSS NOISE
GNSS position and velocity measurements contain colored noise components, as presented in "GNSSs: Position Calculation and Error Sources" and "GPS: The First GNSS-Signals and Positioning Services." To illustrate the effect of the colored noise on the GNSS/INS integration performance induced by (28) = -= -diag ( . , . , ),
The time constant of the position error was chosen to be T 1100 p = s as in [32] and [34, Ch 7.5], while the time constant for the velocity was chosen as T 2 v = s based on the assumption that the GNSS velocity measurements, obtained from the receiver, primarily are based on the Doppler rangerate measurements, for which the time constant related to these can be much smaller than for the noise embedded in the C/A code-based pseudoranges. This smaller value is due to the GNSS carrier phase and code observables being affected differently by various error sources. Furthermore, this choice of G takes into account that the horizontal measurements are more accurate than the vertical counterparts and that the eastern measurements are more precise than the northern at higher latitudes using the GPS as a GNSS. The chosen noise and bias parameters related to the simulated inertial sensors are equal to those presented in the previous simulation example.
The motion simulated is of a small UAV flying in a circular path with a speed of 25 m/s and with a constant altitude of 150 m above the ground. The UAV is flying with a constant rate of turn with roll angle and pitch angles of 3 z =-and 2 i = º, respectively. The north-east motion in shown in Figure 7 .
Case 1: Only GNSS Position Measurement Available
This first case is simulated with only position measurements available. Figures 8 and 9 show the position-estimation error and performance of the GNSS colored noise estimation. It is obvious that even though rank , 12 O = h such that the pair ( , )
A C is observable, the GNSS transient error is not captured by the model augmentation. Due to the stochastic properties, in this case, the system ( , )
A C is only weakly observable as indicated by the estimationerror covariance .
P Figure 10 , based on the stationary estimation-error covariance ( ), P 3 shows the error ellipse, with 95% confidence interval, illustrating that the states associated with the colored GNSS noise are highly correlated with the position error. Hence, it can be expected that the position covariance is close to that of (31), the GaussMarkov process describing the colored noise.
Case 2: GNSS Position Measurements Combined with a Velocity Measurement Corrupted by White Noise
For illustrative purposes, in this case unrealistic GNSS velocity measurements are added that consist of the true velocity being corrupted by only white noise. Figures 11  and 12 show the position-estimation error and performance of the GNSS colored noise estimation error when the velocity measurements, only corrupted with white noise, are added as an aiding measurements in the TMO. The deterministic observability properties are still the same with rank 12, however the performance has increased significantly. Hence, now the TMO is able to track the colored GNSS position error to a large extent. This is reflected in Figure 11 where the position-estimation error is reduced compared to the performance shown in Figure 8 .
Case 3: GNSS Position and Velocity Measurements Containing Colored Noise
In this last case, a more realistic GNSS velocity measurement is used, with some dynamic error such that v v
as described earlier, where zv is generated as a Gauss-Markov process with time constant . T 2 v = Results are similar to Case 2; only minor differences are seen when Figures 13 and 14 are compared to Figures 11 and 12 . The augmented observer structure of (35) is able to use the velocity measurements with colored noise, hence improving the position accuracy compared to Case 1 and Figures 8 and 9 . Even though the absolute position error is reduced compared to Case 1, the covariance of the estimation error still indicates the same problem. In particular, the TMO may still struggle to distinguish the colored noise of the position measurements from the true position, as seen in Figure 15 , which shows the error ellipse of ( ) P 3 , where the cross correlation between the p u and zp u is still significant, but reduced compared to case 1 where only the position measurements were used.
Discussion
The reason why the augmented observer (35) , applying loosely coupled GNSS/INS integration, struggles to separate the true position from the slowly-varying colored GNSS noise is the relatively high noise in the IMUs accelerometers. Since the rotated accelerometer noise is integrated twice in the TMO, the TMO gains are synthesized, using (36) and (37), such that the uncertainty in the position estimate is minimized and thereby stabilizing the observer. Hence, the gains, in practice, become so large that the position estimate in the observer tracks the slowly varying colored GNSS noise. To illustrate this, Figure 16 It is evident from Figure 16 that the INS has a higher bandwidth than the GNSS colored noise. This is due to the gains synthesis obtained from (36) and (37) emphasizing the correction of the position estimate significantly more than the update of the corresponding GNSS error state. As a result, the estimated position tracks the colored noise contained in the GNSS position measurements regardless of the model augmentation. Time (s)
FIgure 14 case 3, global navigation satellite system (GNSS) error state estimates. the true GNSS error states (colored noise), associated with the north, east, and down positions, are shown in blue, red, and yellow, respectively. the corresponding respective estimates are presented in purple, green, and light blue. It can be seen that the translational motion observer estimates the colored GNSS error more accurately with velocity measurements than without, but it is not as accurate as when the velocity measurements were corrupted with white noise only. )F Igure 15 case 3, error ellipse of the north position and velocityestimation error and the corresponding colored noise estimate of the position and velocity measurement. the error ellipse associated with position is shown in blue, while the error ellipse associated the velocity is shown red. the error-position ellipse shows that the position-estimation error and the colored global navigation satellite system noise-estimation error still are significantly correlated; however, the correlation is significantly reduced by introducing the velocity measurement. regarding the velocity-estimation error and the velocity colored noise, the correlation is significantly smaller the compared to the position equivalent. The results from Case 3 indicate that velocity measurements are beneficial to improve the position-estimation accuracy, using loosely coupled GNSS/INS integration. However, the parameters representing the colored noise characteristics are time varying and difficult to know in general. These are highly receiver dependent and dependent on the user's location on Earth with respect to satellite geometry, elevation of the satellites, the ionosphere, and whether the Doppler observables are used in the GNSS's receiver estimator. In particular, knowledge of how the velocity measurements are calculated is difficult to know using off-the-shelf equipment. Typically, the current position estimate is used in the velocity-estimation process to determine user-to-satellite LOS vectors or to estimate the receiver's velocity without the Doppler measurement, in which case the position information is being accounted for twice in the GNSS/INS observer. Knowing the cross correlation between the position and velocity measurements is of utmost importance in such situations. If not known, using only the position measurements may be advised.
dISCRETIZATION Of TMO
The main principle for the discrete-time implementation is to approximate the continuous-time behavior despite the finite data rate. The discrete-time approximation implies that the estimates are only updated when the output measurements contained in the injection terms are valid, and otherwise the model is integrated. Measurement updates can be processed sequentially by a KF, assuming the measurements are uncorrelated, such that the R matrix is diagonal, with benefits for processing structure and complexity [3] , [5] . Due to the close relationship between (36) and (37) and the KF, a similar strategy can be applied for NLOs. The TMO (35) is straightforward to discretize due to its linearity and simple A matrix, allowing for exact discretization of the unforced dynamics. In particular, the one-step ahead predicted state, x -can be computed by 
based on the model parameters of (35) . Assuming the specific force input, the rotation matrix, and the gravity vector are constant between the sampling intervals, that is 
,
[ ]: 
Then, the state estimate can be recursively propagated by iterating through the time update
as many times as necessary. Qd can be approximated as .
can be replaced with Qd r calculated by using van Loan's method [21, p. 126], from [35] . 
FIgure 16 a bode plot. three bode plots are shown. the transfer function from the global navigation satellite system (GNSS) measurements error to the position-measurement error is shown in blue, the transfer function from the inertial measurement unit (IMU) noise to the position-estimation error is shown in red, and the transfer function from the driving noise of the GNSS error model to the colored GNSS position noise model output is shown in yellow. From the three frequency responses, the conclusion is that the bandwidth of the navigation system is higher than the slowly varying colored-noise component embedded in the GNSS position measurements. because of this, the observer struggles to estimate the GNSS's colored noise correctly.
If all measurements in the vector [ ]
y k were available at time index ,
can be calculated in the same way as the discrete-time KF [3] , [5] 
and the updated estimate could be obtained as
If measurements with indices in the set Ik are available at time index , k they can be proceed sequentially as follows [3] , [5] . First, use the propagated estimate and covariance,
as the starting point for the update loop. Then, for each ,
where Ik is the set of aiding measurements available at time t kT = , loop through the updates
where Ci is the th i row of the matrix , C and Rii is the i th diagonal element of the matrix .
R As a result, such an implementation yields a corrector-predictor effect where the measurement update is bypassed for all i Ik
A practical consequence is that the elements of the covariance [ ] P k associated with i Ik " , at a given point in time , k increases due to the positive-definite process noise covariance matrix [ ] Q k d in the time update. Furthermore, for low-frequency measurement updates, the resulting effect is that these are emphasized more at each measurement correction, when available, than high-rate measurements. In comparison, the corrector-predictor algorithm of [20, Ch. 11.3.4] , for fixed-gain observers, is realized with an explicit time-scale separation where the gain associated with the low-rate measurement i is multiplied by the rate ratio of the observer relative the aiding sensor, similar to that done in the presentation of the attitude observer discretization. An outline of the implementation of the TMO in direct form, with nonsequential correction, is presented in Algorithm 2.
TIME dELAY
If the measurements, typically GNSS and/or magnetometer [22] , used in the NLO experience a significant time delay, the resetting of the INS state may be a delayed state estimate at the time with index k j -corresponding to the time of validity of the measurement delayed with j samples relative to the current time. In this case, the INS also contains a "fast-forward" function to rapidly compute the current state estimate based on intermediate IMU measurements. Efficient implementation methods are given in [23] and [24] for such problems.
TIGhTLY COupLEd TRANSLATIONAL MOTION ObSERvER
This section introduces the TMO for tightly coupled GNSS/ INS integration in detail. The main difference between the loosely and tightly coupled integration is that the aiding sensor information from GNSS changes from the position domain to range domain.
Require: Initializing the observer. correction is applied
9: end if 10: calculating 
algorIthm 2 Discrete-time realization of the tmo in direct form.
An observer for tightly coupled GNSS/INS integration was presented by [26] where an altered version of the TMO for the loosely coupled observer, (20)- (23), was introduced. In [26] , the TMO was integrated with the same attitude observer as presented earlier in this article.
Tightly coupled integration uses the raw GNSS observables, range and range-rate (Doppler) measurements, to alter the TMO injection terms from the position domain to the range domain. The range measurements yi can either be pseudoranges, obtained with C/A or other code-phase techniques, or with carrier-phase-based ranges, where the subscript i indicates measurements from the th i satellite. The range-rate measurement is the Doppler frequency , The range and range-rate measurements are subject to disturbances and errors represented by, for instance, the clock range error b between the atomic satellite clocks and the less accurate receiver clock. Even a small error in timing can have a large impact since it is multiplied by the speed of light. It is therefore vital that b is estimated in the observer. More on error sources and GNSS/GPS is found in "GNSSs: Position Calculation and Error Sources" and "GPS: The First GNSS-Signals and Positioning Services." Other disturbances to the satellite measurements include ionospheric and tropospheric disturbances that delay the signals due to obstructions in the signal path. Such disturbances can be opposed by a dual-frequency receiver where a ionosphericfree linear combination of the two frequency measurements (for instance, GPS L1 and L2) can be formed. The drawbacks of this approach are the higher costs of the receiver and antenna and the increase in noise on the linear combination due to amplification of multipath and receiver noise. Another approach is to use a dual-receiver configuration where the satellite measurements are differenced with measurements at a known location close by, thereby canceling the delays. In [36] , observers using single-and double-differenced measurements are proposed using an observer structure similar to the one presented here.
Assuming measurements from at least four satellites m 4 $ h are available, the TMO takes the form of 
, 
The observer structure of (48)- (52) is similar to the loosely coupled equivalent (20)- (23), but it has different injection terms and includes estimation of the clock-error parameter b to account for synchronization errors between the satellites' and receiver clocks. The clock bias error is the reason why at least four, and not three, satellites are required to calculate the three position coordinates from the pseudoranges. The error is expressed as a time-varying range:
: = -= -u t u t , and :
When estimating the satellite measurements and geometric distance, the position and velocity of the satellites are assumed known. This assumption is satisfied by using the updated ephemeris data to determine position and velocity of the visible satellite.
The main difference between the loosely and tightly coupled integration is that the aiding sensor information from GNSS changes from the position domain to range domain.
Similar to (35) , the observer (48)-(52) can be written
with a nonlinear observation vector ( ) h x t , and the matrices, 
when using GNSS pseudorange and range-rate measurements. The time-varying C matrix consists of estimated LOS vectors describing the direction from receiver to each satellite. As the distance between rover and satellites is large compared to the relative velocity, the LOS vectors are slowly time varying. As illustrated in Figure 17 , the pseudoranges relate to the position p e nonlinearly. Hence, linerization (56) is necessary to obtain C . If the C matrix is applied to the augmented version of (26) with A and B to obtain ( ), P t the observer gain can be calculated as
with , 
The conditions for (55)-(61) are satisfied when four or more pseudoranges are available (except in degenerate configurations), thereby ensuring observability of the system [26] . In contrast to the loosely coupled GNSS/INS integration, the feedback interconnection of (48)- (52) with the attitude observer is only locally exponentially stable with respect to position and velocity initialization errors because the C matrix is based on a linearization of the pseudorange and Doppler measurement equations using estimated positions. Accurate initialization procedures are easily applied [26] , so this is not a significant problem in practice.
To accommodate colored noise, when applying tightly coupled integration, the R matrix can be increased in an ad hoc manner. An example of using such strategy is designing a tuning rule based on the elevation angle of each satellite in view [5, Ch. 9.4.2.4] . By doing this, it is possible to weight pseudoranges from low-elevation satellites less than measurements from high-elevation satellites (with highelevation satellites, the GNSS signal travels through less atmosphere compared to the signals from the low-elevation satellites and therefore has fewer errors).
AuGMENTEd TMO fOR TIGhTLY COupLEd INTEGRATION INCLudING CLOCk ERROR MOdEL
Above, the clock error was modeled in range space as T is dependent on the clock frequency error, such that b is no longer considered to be constant, but is modeled with a constant clock frequency error fclock such that 
where n f is the driving process noise, which is assumed to be white. By introducing the additional clock error state, (52) in the TMO is replaced by Thus, (55) is augmented accordingly. With this augmentation, the C-matrix of (57), in (26) , is replaced with , Caug given as
where
h . The standard deviation of the white noise n f ought to be chosen to be small (for example, lower than 0.02 m/s, as proposed in [3, Ch. 8.4.3.2] ). However, by modeling the clock bias as (62), instead of 0 b = o , as done in [26] , only minor effects (centimeter level) on the estimation of b were observed during full-scale validation testing. Therefore, major effects on the position and velocity estimates cannot be expected with this augmentation. Also, with this clock error model, it is necessary to take into account that noncompensated common residuals of the time-varying errors, due to signal delays in the ionosphere and troposphere or stemming from multipath, may be embedded in b and fclock , since these are the only auxiliary parameters related to the GNSS in this TMO.
INdIRECT ObSERvER IMpLEMENTATION
Having presented different GNSS/INS integration schemes based on the NLO, implementation aspects are discussed in the next section.
INS technology typically uses indirect filters, also known as error-state filters [1] , [3] , [5] . In such filter/ob server implementations, the error between the states of the INS and the corresponding sensor measurements are used as states in the error-state estimator. Such KFs only run at the frequency of the aiding sensors, hence such filter implementations have lower computational footprint compared to the direct filters because the covariance equations, with the corresponding matrix operations, are propagated at significantly lower rate than the frequency of the INS mechanization. The indirect strategy to solve the GNSS/INS integration problem is also based on complementary filtering, presented earlier in this article.
INdIRECT ATTITudE
The attitude, in this case, is mechanized and provided to the TMO in a dead-reckoning fashion at the rate of the IMU, as indicated in Figure 18 . The INS mechanization can be made by assuming the angular velocity is constant over the integration interval resulting in
FIgure 18 an indirect observer structure. the block diagram illustrates the indirect information flow in a discrete-time implementation of the inertial navigation system (INS) related to both the nonlinear attitude observer and the translational motion observer (tMo). loosely coupled integration is depicted. the thin lines represent the fastest sampling rate, that of the inertial measurement unit (IMU), and the thick lines represent the slowest sampling rate of the global navigation satellite system (GNSS). the estimator state resetting is represented by dash-dot lines. the discrete integration/time update is denoted with the integration symbol 8 and is conducted at the fastest sampling rate. the dashed lines related to the GNSS velocity measurements represent optional aiding. 
For (66) to be an accurate approximation, it is necessary to propagate the attitude at high rates [37] to attenuate high-frequency effects of vibrations and inertial measurements errors but also to minimize effects from sampling and discretization errors.
The nonlinear attitude observer can be realized in indirect form as shown in Figure 18 . The injection terms are similar to (18) and (19) [ (14) and (16), respectively. Then, the INS's rotation matrix and the gyro-bias predictions are reset accordingly
as indicated with dashed-dotted lines in Figure 18 . (14) to satisfy the assumption that the angular rates have to be constant between attitude updates.
In contrast to a direct observer structure, the time updates have to be carried out before the measurement update because the discrete-time model is dependent on the time since the aiding/reference sensor last provided a measurement. This time difference is not necessarily constant from sample to sample.
The indirect TMO time update can be written 
the measurement update may be carried out similar to the discrete-time realization of the direct TMO filter. After the measurement update, the INS state vector is corrected accordingly
since the INS state now accounts for the estimated error. The GNSS error state is not reset to zero since this is an auxiliary state that is not part of the INS, as presented in Figure 18 . Therefore, the time update of (73) 
ExpERIMENTAL RESuLTS
This section presents a comparison of the performance of the discussed observer structures using experimental data collected during a UAV mission. Experimental verification of the presented observers is carried out using flight data from a UAV test flight to verify the observers under realistic conditions with fast dynamics. The UAV used is a fixed-wing Penguin B UAV configured as listed in Table 1 . The data set used here has a length of approximately 22 min with a flight part consisting of multiple circles and figures-of-eight over an area of 1 km 2 . During the flight, a stationary GNSS receiver of the same type was placed at a known location to serve as base station for a real-time kinematic (RTK) positioning solution. The RTK position was computed by the open-source software package RTKLIB [39] , where the position is obtained using carrier-phase positioning, with a fixed or float integer-ambiguity solution, indicating decimeter accuracy [5] . The RTK position is used as the reference when comparing the performance of the loosely and tightly coupled observer structures. The base station also logged the transmitted satellite ephemeris data, which was used to calculate the satellites' positions and velocities. RTK is a type of differential GNSS. For details on differential GNSSs, see "GPS: The First GNSSSignals and Positioning Services."
The loosely and tightly coupled observers are compared. To guarantee a fair comparison, the standalone GNSS position solution used in the loosely coupled integration is based on the tightly coupled observer using solely the pseudoranges as observables. Hence, no IMU is used to generate this aiding position solution.
The tuning parameters for the observers are gathered in the Q and R matrices for gain selection. Figure 19 , which depicts the position-estimation error. Figure 20 shows the estimated attitude, while Figure 21 displays the estimated gyro bias. The position estimation is evaluated in terms of RMSE and standard deviation (STD) relative to the RTK solution and is summarized in Table 2 .
As presented above, tuning of the Q matrix associated with the velocity state is based on statistics describing the accelerometer's noise characteristics, which can either be based on the data collected or from a data sheet. For a standalone GNSS solution (IMU not used), tuning the Q matrix reduces to an ad hoc procedure based on the assumed hostvehicle dynamics. Reference As seen in Figure 19 , the tightly coupled GNSS/INS integration strategy provides the position estimates with the smallest variation and also the smallest deviation from the RTK positioning solution. This statement is reinforced by Table 2 . The difference between a standalone GNSS solution and the loosely coupled integration seems less evident from Figure 19 and Table 2 . This small difference is ex pected, however, taking into account the simulation results related to the loosely coupled GNSS/INS integration and the estimation of colored GNSS noise presented earlier. The benefit of loosely coupled integration, relative not using an IMU at all, is however evident in Figure 22 . The loosely coupled solution provides a smoother estimate than the standalone GNSS solution and is hence more suitable to be used in an autopilot that operates at a high sampling rate. The INS also provides fault tolerance when the GNSS fails or is degraded.
Moreover, one large benefit of a loosely coupled GNSS/INS, relative to a standalone GNSS solution, is that the attitude estimates also are obtained with high accuracy.
As mentioned, the most accurate and precise position estimates relative to the RTK solution are obtained with the tightly coupled integration strategy. Since the pseudoranges are directly fused with the inertial measurements, instead of calculating the GNSS position before using this as an aid in loosely coupled integration, more of the colored noise, embedded in the GNSS pseudoranges, is captured by the receiver's clock bias estimate. This fusion is possible because the acceleration measurements and the attitude estimates are available between GNSS samples. Hence, every new position and clock error calculation made by the observer is based on the current predicted position between GNSS samples using inertial data rather than using a 0.2-1-s-old estimate obtained at the previous 
FIgure 19
Position-estimation error. the results are presented in the Earth-centered-Earth-fixed frame relative the real-time kinematic global navigation satellite system (GNSS) positioning solution. the result obtained using loosely coupled integration is shown in blue, the result obtained using tightly coupled integration is shown in red, while the standalone GNSS solution is presented in yellow. these results indicate that tightly coupled integration of inertial and GNSS measurements yields more accurate position estimation compared to loosely coupled integration or standalone GNSS when applying satellite-based navigation based on the standard GNSS positioning service. GNSS update. This point, however, is mainly relevant for low-cost GNSS receivers since higher-grade receivers can output raw data at frequencies of 20 Hz or more. A contributing factor to the performance differences between the two integration schemes may also be due to the 5-Hz GNSS update. By sampling the GNSS that fast, more of the pseudorange measurements can become correlated in time compared to using 1-Hz position calculation. If a differential GNSS is used, more accurate position estimates can be obtained for both integration schemes. For details related to differential GNSS, see "GPS: The First GNSS-Signals and Positioning Services." The attitude estimates obtained with both loosely and tightly coupled integration are similar but have a few significant differences. These differences are most likely due to the fact that the attitude estimate qb e t has two components, the unit quaternion from BODY to NED qb n and the unit quaternion from NED to ECEF qn e , and how the GNSS information enters the TMOs. The qn e quaternion is, in principle, a horizontal position estimate containing information of the craft's latitude and longitude. Therefore, the attitude estimates from the two integration strategies may differ because of the difference in how the position information enters the TMO due to the feedback interconnection with the attitude observer through the auxiliary state . p This feedback will also affect the gyro-bias estimation, seen in Figure 21 .
CONCLuSIONS
Accurate and precise PVA estimates are needed in numerous areas such as automotive, robotics, marine, and aircraft applications. The need for computationally efficient and robust algorithms is growing due to a wide-spread interest in unmanned platforms, such as unmanned aerial vehicles, with limited computational power available. This need can be met by applying nonlinear feedback-interconnected ob servers for integrated GNSS/INS navigation with known stability properties.
The experimentally verified simulation results, using data collected during an unmanned aerial vehicle flight, show that the estimation of translational motion (position and velocity) benefits from a minimum-variance-like implementation applying the Riccati equation. Using such an implementation strategy, compared to a fixed-gain strategy, accelerates the observer's convergence, which is also reflected in the attitude estimates due to the feedbackinterconnection relating the two observers. Furthermore, by using an indirect filter implementation, the computational burden of estimating position and velocity is reduced because the Riccati equation is updated at the speed of the aiding measurements, in contrast to a direct filter, where the time update of the Riccati equation is implemented at the rate of the inertial measurements.
The attitude estimates are obtained with an exponentially stable and computationally efficient observer based on complementary filtering and vector measurements. In contrast to the KF, this is not a stochastic method but is based on the desired observer bandwidth and nonlinear stability theory. An indirect observer implementation for the attitude estimation is also proposed. This structure enables the possibility of not necessarily calculating the attitude correction at every measurement sample from the IMU, while still maintaining the INS's structure.
The results presented here indicate that tightly coupled GNSS/INS integration outperforms loosely coupled integration when considering position accuracy. By fusing the pseudorange measurements directly with the inertial data, more of the colored noise embedded in the pseudoranges is captured by the receiver's clock error estimate, compared to that achieved with the augmented loosely coupled integration scheme posed.
The attitude estimates obtained with both loosely and tightly coupled integration are mostly similar. Differences δx-ecef (m)
FIgure 22
Normalized position error. the results are related to the real-time kinematic (rtK) global navigation satellite system (GNSS) positioning solution between 160 and 162 s of flight. the error relative to the rtK solution applying the loosely coupled integration is shown in blue, and the error relative to the rtK solution applying the tightly coupled integration is shown in red, while the error relative to the rtK solution using pure GNSS positioning is shown in yellow. the error relative to the rtK solution is the smallest applying tightly coupled integration. the errors observed using loosely coupled integration and the pure GNSS are of similar magnitude; however, the integrated solution is smoother than the pure GNSS since inertial data are available between GNSS samples.
are possibly due to the different amount of colored noise being fed from the respective TMO to the attitude observer. The accuracy of the loosely and tightly coupled integration schemes can be increased by applying pseudorange corrections using differential GNSS, carrier-phase smoothed pseudoranges, or dual-frequency solutions canceling the ionospheric delay at the expense of increased noise.
